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A new, flexible and
secure mailer that can
accommodate inserts

Zip-Out mailer

A safe and secure mailer

PRINT

We have become aware that our
customers are looking to add security
and added flexibility to their current
conventional one-piece mailer.
The Zip-Out mailer is designed to
carry a whole host of further
information to the recipient. This
could be a special company event,
new product launch, current staff offer
etc.

INSERT
Zip-Out mailers and Easi-Seal forms can be sealed
either by hand, or by using an appropriate
desktop sealing machine. Our HS-150 and HS-250
have been designed and built by us specifically to
work with both form types.

HS250
FOLD & POST

UN-ZIP

“ The mailer is printed,
an optional insert
added, folded then
posted”
This is a brand new approach to one-piece mailers.
The form offers both extra security and the ability to
add further information as a seperate insert which
will be secured inside the document before folding.
No more tearing the edges - the recipient simply
unzips the tamper proof form to reveal the secure
pay advice and to receive the additional staff
information.

“ A perfect
solution for
including staff
information to
your secure
mailing”

The HS250 is designed to meet your folding
requirements. With two adjustable fold plates,
offering the ability to fold and seal most formats
of document. By linking the sealer on-line with a
laser printer, not only is the job done in a single
step, but security and integrity are increased as the
document is not handled between printing and
sealing. It can also be used for standard letters
making the printing and folding one quick and
easy process.

HS150
The HS150 is a standalone version of the HS250
and can be fed and processed from a stack of preprinted forms. Offering a quick folding solution
for all your letter requirements.

Support
Along with the supply of the system, DMS are
able to ensure the reliability of your system
through installation and training followed by onsite support from our team of technicians.

